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"A GROWING SOCIETY IS STRUCTURED OF LOVE"
INTRODUCTI 011 TO STUDY OF GUIDED SOCIAL
CONSCIOUS:TESS AND DETELOPING
"OTTITEMESS!'
Educators are ever-searching for understanding of the essentials
necessary for reaching the optimum bonum in human personality. Our educa-
tional laboratories are introducing new, and revising old methods in the
never-ceasing effort to make the greatest human gain. There is an under-
standable amount of floundering because our raw material—human personality--
is flexible, and so-called hard and Last rules have not remained so. nany
schools have failed. Their deficit is found in the end product--the child--
its condemnor. It behooves education to perpetuate the search but to give
careful consideration before subjecting a developing personality to a theory
made dynamic.
The premise acted upon in this study was not hastily contrived.
Centuries of the recognized best in thinking have been compiled before any
dynamics were put in motion. Thought of current authorities has been sifted
and carefully weighed before six-year-olds were subjected to its effects.
The outcome of this search for a truth has been gratifying. After much
"boiling and siciaTainc,” this tr1.6:11 remained in the field of teaching human
reTationshps: If a child fully realizes that his fellow being is a living,
sensitive organism, his overt fl'Aon and emotional reactions are generally
affected.
There must be planned direction to achieve a sincere consciousness of
others in children. A developing child -acutely selfish--must be directed
into a social readiness as surely as he must be conditioned for academic
readiness. The optimum time for such a program varies with personality
variance. It can, however, he safely said that sixt/Qa:'-oLls in :1
Y,Lcn ive nc:1!-:d for chAnnilir into ln ,,-Tr_trs of !..177'
7,;o-:;ard him.
atlff
Mere can one find a revolving core for the beginning of a guidance
into social sensitivity? 77e found, paradoxically, that the self was the
logical and workable core to begin direction toward unselfishness. 7:e
found our six-year-old could well begin his knowledge of human relationships
through knowing himself. This was a fascinating and salient search and was
guided without artificial motivation, for each first grader had an avid
interest in the subject. From this "kick-off" he was guided into gainful
knowledge of others and from knowledge came understanding—all of which
furthers the best in educational goals.
For the purpose of simplifying for six-year-olds all the implications
of character and its effects we have used an all-inclusive term,—"Otherness."
Part of our development shows haw all desirable characteristics revolve
around cognizance of others. Actually all academic work is for the purpose
of furthering human gain in this trait. The greatest all-inclusive good
comes to an individual and to all he touches through a well-developed
appreciation for others.
This study can not, nor does it purpose to fully cover a field as
large as planned character tralvIng. One facet of this gem will, however,
be cut and partially polished. From the molten philosophy research has
gathered there will harden a guide for a first grade teacher. It will
lead to a gain of growth in naturally self-centered beginning students.
This study will be an e'.-)ryonic contribution for furthering more gainful
analysis of charac:;er and its importance to eaucation.
CIIAPTER 01Z
TIT. PRESSING NEED KR CURRICULUM INCLUSION OF SOCIAL CONSCICUSIMSS AND ITS
MORAL ASPECTS
The Need for "Otherness" in World Citizenship
Educators are facing a challenge of unprecedented significance. The
point of vantage has been gained from which one can gaze (through much haze)
at the possibility of a unified world. One embodying the contributions of
America's industry and culture and rounded out by the varied contributions
of other nations. We are looking toward world citizenship as we attack
provincialism and its accompanying prejudices. The focal point for this
highly desirable development is in the school--its attitudes and teaching.
With an ever maturing concept for others the individual child can be
led to fully appreciate every person's worth regardless of the differences
in race, color or religion. Better still he can be led to an appreciation
for others because of, rather than, in spite of the difference he finds.
•••••••
He must understand how those differences come about and haw necessary they
are. If "Otherness" were to reach its ultimate, world citizenry would be
one of the salient outcomes, and were this the only result, it would maim
all endeavor leading to it worth while.
The Need for "Otherness" for MoraliV
All education whether gained at home, church, or school should be
aimed at developing a concept of "Otherness." :ere educators to maintain
that education isjust for self improvement as an end product they would
deny that their schools have value. Molesaae human relationship is the
essence and reason for all learng. If education does not realize this
goal in the educated then it is time to ts.1:e inventory and see what has
been missing.
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Self-improvement is a means rather than an end. If one realines the
implicatiens of others in life's scheme, he realizes that self-improvement
is necessary if Fain is t.o be made for humanity. Therein evolves the
problem of moral educaticn. enter another highly complicated facet of
"Otherness" for moral education has many angles and just as many inter-
pretations. Long and entangled history- is reflected in today's problems.
Duch diversity of opinion lies in interpreting the moral sense, but the
school becomes passe' in clinging to any philosophy that ee:cludes the moral-
child. Education will vacillate until the moral aspect gives firmness to
its structure. Educators need a steadiness of purpose to gain any narked
agreement as to the general place of morality in the educational scheme.
There is need for much study in this field.
Perhaps, a definition for morality will steady the course. Adherence
to the mores of a comaanity has been the sociologist's definition for
morality. Such a morality can result in bigotry, smugness, prejudice,
eelf-righteousness and many other negative traits—none of which embody
a feeling for others. Perhaps, since mores determine moral code, we oculd
coin a word, "Horelity" for the custom-bound and usual meaning of morality.
We can then extend our meaning for morality to include as uppermost a person
and his own actions weighed in the light of their influence on others. If
his regard for others is high, will he steal from them? Will he take the
very unique gift of life? Tall any of the infiltrations of vice be part
of a life in which this "otherness" has fully developed? The moral sense
that is highly desirable if education is to guide taeard the summum bonum
in life revolve itself around the respect, sympeth:e, eeeethy, love, if
you please, for others.
The :Teed for "Otherness" in the Elimination of Hate
Love is a term that has been used very little in education since the
advent of Sigmund Freud. This is a highly important emotion to develop
in a child, if only to crowd out its opposite and negative emotion--hate.
If hates takes precedence over love for others, the results are disastrous--
both for the embodying organism and all whose lives he contemptously kicks.
A multiple of these individuals becomes a dynamic group that is hate-
directed. The more sensitive still have aching recollections of the
horrors Samuel Tenenbaum makes so graphic in his Yihy Len gate.
"Individuals prompted by hate can degrade man until he is no more than
barnyard cattle. They can despiritualize man until he occupies the same
status as an aninill to be hunted, to be k7Illed, to be used as a drudge for
labor and his master's amusement. Germany, under the 1;azis, best illustrates
the degradation of man by man . . . Men dominated by hate, and the
philosophy of racial arrogance, any nation and La,. people can murder,
torture, kill without sense of guilt or remorse. Germany provides a vivid
laboratory demonstration of haw hate can debase and demean and of how low
man is capable of falling, and hence, it should serve as a constant re-
minder and warrimi;.fl
1
Necessity for "Otherness" in Combating Juvenile Delinquency
There must be a consideration in this chapter of the prevalence of
juvenile and adult delinquency. 'Every act that leads to a court is one
that shows disregard for others—stealing, murder, rape, dope peddling--
all our major vices are self-centered. ;hat a stride for education if
sa.
Ton . -;hv L'en Hate, The 3eechhurst Press, New York, 1947.
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a potentially criminal child can find peace with himself and can be led to
making a contribution for others! hat a failure we feel when facts and
figures give a partial picture of the element that walk through our schools
but glean no strength for making sound decisions!










"It is estimated from available data gathered by above study that
about 275,000 children or six in every thousand were involved in juvenile
court delinquency cases.
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John Ellington shows us our responsibility in this thoughtful analysis:
"The extent to which the school helps make delinquents measures the distance
it lags behind the tines and behind its own destiny. The school belongs at
the center of social action for the rescue of maladjusted children and for
prevention of delinquency. It is the first and only 2ang of govern-._
7,:nt to cene in systcic contc.ot with every fledgling human being during
2
Sellin, Thersten, The Annals of te American Academy of Political and
Social Seience--Juneviie olicrivercy,—Taladelphia, 1577.
4.11.
his formative years. It knows the child more intimately than any other
public institution.
The school cannot permanently evade the major role in controlling
delinquency . . . "3
The practical motive of self-preservation now comes to the support of
man's spiritual insight to insist that the major goal of education must be
the development of human beings who are at once self-reliant and cooperative,
of men and women who seek to do to others as they would be done by. Over-
night it has become vastly more important that men should learn haw to live
with one another on terms of fair play and without violence than that they
should learn Latin or salesmanship or even how to split the atcm.
We can slough this off lightly and say--"Ohl the home is failing" or
"Tskl Pad Companions," but it behooves us to remember that the makers of
that home also rent to our public schools as did or do the companions in
question. Reduction in delinquency in our youth can be a Shining peal as
we tackle social training simplified to "Otherness."
reed forittherness" Recognized by School, Home and Church
It is interesting to note that the educational pendulum is at the
suspended stage" just before the upsving tmard fulfilling character goals.
The January, 1929, to June, 1932, volume of the Educational Index consumed
seven pages in compiling the then current contributions upon character
education. There was noted a relative dearth of material dealing with the
subject in the June '47 to the Lay 'SO volume. Only one and a fraction
pages rere needed to compile :aerial evidence of thol:f-± along "4 - line.
3




Even this small space contains evidence of thinking sometimes close to
profundity. Educational Leadership devoted the ]ay, 1951 issue to "Values
and Ideals." The authorship includes Kentucky's William Clayton Bower who
describes the inroads his state is making in moral training.
Leading educational publications show an awarenessof a change in trend
by the inclusion of definitely modern 'articles concerning the Golden Rule
and its social implications. Even a semi-avid reader of current thinking .
and certainly one who is engaged in an enterprise involving human relation-
ships will make this acknowledgement: We are on the brink of a momentum,
gathering not just for edification but for enlightment. Good is becoming
popularly desirable and more highly esteemed. Vice is' becoming more
intolerable. This old truism is caning into its own: "There is a natural,
inherent good that tants peace, harmcny and unity with others."
An "ear-to-the-ground" attitude is not necessary to discern an
impetus-gaining reaction from parents and pastors. There is a feeling of
the need for cur schools to join a triumvirate-type effort in producing
a character-mold for the yong.
There is much lay discussion stemming from the Chaotic condition in
which we find ourselves. Such a polygot of strife results from weaknesses
in some basic phases of living combined with phenamenal strength in other
just as basic ones. For example) the scientific intelligence of our
civilization has been developed to a blinding brilliance. Such a stride
must have its counterpart in mCharacter-intelligence," or it will lead
civilization to its u:al destruction. Thinkir parents and spiritual
lerrs are amre of this danger, and eCucatcrs must bec,in to analyse
the curriculum and sound its depth.
41.
Character and The Curriculum
William Clayton 3ower is cognizant of the import of the character-
phase of school life. He expresses it thusly:
"In no respect is modern education more truly following its best
historic tradition, both in theory and in practice then in placing emphasis
on character values. Comenius, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Herbert, Locke--to
mention but a few of the outstanding educational reformers have bequeathed
to education an unbroken tradition of emphasis upon the moral and spiritual
objectives of education . . .
The good life at its best dwells with lingering yearning upon the
possibilities of growth in the light of the highest social and spiritual
ideals that center in a universe of moral values .
The relation of educational concepts and procedures to the social back-
ground of a period is particularly intimate because education is ir a very
genuine sense a practical expression of the people's philosophy of life.
A philosophy of education is something more than a formulation of a con-
sistent system of ideas. Education is a practical process of social control
1
by which society seeks to conserve its values and achievements and to
recreate then in its young.“
There are many signs of failure to be found in our end product and
education must look for reasons and therapy. There are many goals to be
gained and education must look for ways and means. By discriminate and
careful analysis the curriculum could well include social consciousness
and its nany aspects. l'any of the "incidental" school of thought will
advocate leaving character develop-nnt to chance observations. Tr.:7truction,
4
2cT:er, Clayton, CharrxLer Trainin7 Through Creative:xprience. The liniversi.'6y of-Taago Press, -1,534.
however, is a prerequisite to success2ully sccial learning,
with its very necessary moral and character development. The child becoDes
a wholesome organism by beholding -:,holesome behavior ad by his being
guided into wholesome activity. The goal for character-social development
cannot be reached through incidental approaches alone, but must result




"OTHIMI1ISS--17MGIM BY MEAT THIHKERS--711B11 AND 1017"
Others as Ourselves . . . Or Greater Than?
Those who love wisdom and wish to become wise--the philosophers--have
throughout recorded time recurrently laid down one pattern for the f1111 and
gratifying life that we want for our pupils. It forms into a blueprint
that is best read when one inculcates others into his life. Its specifica-
tions can be best followed by one who sincerely adheres to the precepts of
the Golden Rule as it is stated and restated in many religions and
philosophies.
There have been advocates of the "Others First" theory and, while it
is certainly preferable to a "Ye Only" advancement, there is an element in
humanity that makes it a rarely attainable goal for the average. Putting
others first implies a sublimation of self which is not good, for self
sublimation implies a self-lowering. Giving others the larger part in a
scheme of values is not feasible since it is contrary to the way of creation.
However, the elevating of otAers to that level of esteem usually reserved
for the self is an attainable goal. For this we quote excellent authority:
The Bible says "Love thy neighbor as thyself"--not with greater fervor.
The Golden Rule states . . ."unto others as you would . . . unto youP
Self regard is of extreme importance for it colors one's opinions of and
feelings for his fellow man. To go one step farther--that self-regard is
in turn colered by haw successfully he has been nolded in dealing with and
. ,responding to one another. The fiviciouc-c.rcien clicne uses the wrong
adjective to be applicable here, but note the beautiful circular pattern
of this vital truth: The more regard one has for humanity the higher his
level of excellence plane as a human being--The higher his excellence plane,
the higher his regard for his fel:Lawman.
This approach will not lead to a denial of self or a loss of identity
but will mean a re-animation of the self that might otherwise be buried
under repressions and inhibitions. Laturity-we strive for, is reflected
in spontaneity and genuine responsiveness to human relationships.
Confusius and "Otherness"
The much and sometimes facetiously quoted Confusius was once questioned
in this vein by his disciple Tsz-kung: "Is there one word upon which the
whole life may proceed?"
The question-formed reply was: "Is not Reciprocity. such a word?--,what
you do not yourself desire, do not put before others."
Confusius futher showed his understanding of the import of social
consciousness when he said, "Good fellowship is more to men than firl and
rater. I have seen men stepping into fire and into water, and meeting with
death thereby; I have not yet seen a man die from planting his steps in
the path of good Fellowship."
1
Aristotle and Social Consciousness
Aristotle in analysing judgement of goodness tells us that things we
share are more desirable than those we can. not, and the doing of good for
our fellowmen leads to the greatest joy in living. He keeps his thinking
true by sayinr the best possible life is dependent umon social relationships.
Plato's Philosophy an Social Ccnsciousness
Plato h influenced much of our educative practice. This philosophy
cencerni otrs he transfr)rnci: by his genius into a concept that can be
i7piphanius, The asdom of Cor::ucius, Dook, Inc., York, 1900.
•
as endurinr as mankind. Ee felt that if life is to attain the dignity of
the best it must involve a vision of the good and express that vision in
a realized social order. Good is realized throuc-h the perfectability of
social relationships.
Socrates and Society
Socrates contended that virtue can be taught, that knowledge and morality
go hand in hand, that enlightment of mind is a prerequisite to right action.
In a study of the teachings of Socrates we find a profound sense of the
ultimate timelessness of good.
Even Schopenhauer
Schopehauer, Ilith all his cynicism, further substantiates the value of
"Cthernessn to the attainment of happiness, by contending that it is most
attainable if his center of gravity is not in himself.
Kant Philosophy and "Otherness"
Fran a treatise on Kantian philosophy we have this to add to our
thinking: "Kant's own procedure suffices to show that society cannot be,
as he supposed a mere aggregation of independent persons. Personal rights
originate in society, and justice, properly considered, constitutes an
educative process . . . Thus while every man ought to pursue his own per-
fection, he ought also to forward the happiness of others; . . . and while
every man ought to press towards his awn spiritual summum bonum, he ought
to also seek the natural sum= bonum of others . . . This utterly uniclue
discrimination of man from man would be inconceivable were it not that
duties to self are also duties :;() others and vice versa. Otherwise, happiness,
perfection and all the rest are merest artifacts.n
2
Wen1c7, ::., Kant and His Philoco_pical :volution, Charles Scribners
and Scns, Yorli7-1775.
Bishop Spaulding Educated for Character
Bishop Spaulding, the nineteenth century Catholic educator contended
that the school was important in the formation of good and wise men. He
felt that a teacher should possess a sense of the importance of conduct and
should nourish the feelings by which character was evolved. He listed these
attributes of character: humanity, justice, truthfulness, honor, fidelity,
courage, integrity, reverence, and self-respect. It is interesting to note
that, in the final analysis, all of these characteristics will be forth-
coming if others are truly respected and revered.
David Hnme and His Philosophy for Others
David Hume who in the eighteen century carried nearly a century of
British philosophy to its ultimate conclusion makes a contribution salient
to our present study. He contends "It is remarkable that nothing touches a
man of humanity more than any instance of extraordinary delicacy in love or
friendship where a person is attentive to the smallest concerns of his
friends, and is willing to sacrifice to them the most considerable interest
of his awn."3
7,13liam James Franklin and Dewey
175.11iam James gained a goodly amount of his fame through statements
such as this? "I, for my part, will cherish the name of him alone whose
insufficiency to himself is so abject that he is incapable of realizing him-
self except in others."
Benjamin Franklin follows this line of thinking in. "The most accept-
_Ible service is doing good to men."
3
Len, Henry D., Dime's Loral and Political Philosophy, Hafncr PublishingCo., 1:em York, 19457—
Dewey further substantiates the validity of "Otherness." He says that
the child is an organic whole, intellectually, socially, and mornily as well
as physically. We must take the child as a member of society in the broad-
est sense and demand for and from the school whatever is necessary to enable
the child intelligently to recognize his social relations and take his part
in sustaining them. The child is born with a natural desire to give out,
to do, to serve.
Psychologists and "Otherness"
Prerequisite to classroom introduction of any modern pedagogical
practice is the careful consideration of the psychological aspects that
are involved. The introduction of the procedures necessary to bringing
about social sensitivity in first graders has firm psychological backing.
The James-Lange theory maintained that there was a natural pattern in
human reaction--that of the stimulus followed by body reaction and then
the awareness of a situation and its implications in the form of an emotional
reaction. This ha; been exemplified by the "noise-jump-fear" situation.
public speaking has used this theory in gaining poise through assuming poised
actions which leach; to a poised feeling. It is the contention of this study
that we can extend this into our field. Ze encouraged our children to
assume considerate, thoughtful actions, so that they will feel the emotion
and will have the genuine motivation for unseifishness.
2very educator rants to develop a feeling of security in the educated
or in those who arP in the process of being educated. Security comes from
being well-loved c..nd an inner conviction concerning the value of other human
beings can bring forth a countel.part in the: feelings others have f, ,r our
individual. ”If an individual's responses to his environment produce
results v:::ich on the whole arc beneficial him and to his social group,
we say . . . that he is yell adjusted. If, on the other hand, the
individual's responses are harmful in their results, or if they are
adverse to his welfare or to that of the group, we say that he is
maladjusted."
Watson tells us that all the finer emotions are learned. The impli-
cations of that realization alone leads us to realization of the importance
of channeling thought and action and guiding positive emotions toward a
wholesome regard for others. Emotional pattern depends largely upon ex-
perience. Teachers have responsibility for guiding and fostering the
acquisition of wholesome values. To prevent unfortunate development, a
teacher must attempt to direct the child's emotional e4ression into
individually desirable and socially worthy channels. There will be immediate
and lasting enrichment through the development of greater skill, understand-
ing and joy in human relationships.
4
Dunlap, Knight, Habit;, Liverizht PUblL;hers, I;ew York, 1932.
CLIA.PTER T13.EE
"OTEERNESS" DIRECTION IN A FIRST GRADE
A Compilation of Parent Contact, Guiding Philosophy, Class Data, and
Excerpts from the Log of Resulting Activities
.0
Parents Contacts in Connection with Study in Progress
This study rould have been sericusly handicapped without the inclusion
of tbe home as a "partner." First, the parents must know the type of de—
velopment we were striving for at school. A first meeting was held in
which we discussed the type of person into which we ranted each first
grader to develop. We found that developing the quality of "Otherness"
was a common purpose. 1They would watch for indications of its develcpment
at home—without expecting or exacting a complete or i7rediate chae.
The following letter was then sent cut for re—emphasis to some parents
and as an initial contact with working mothers:
January 26, 1952
Dear Parents:
The new year has been rung in, and for me it started with my feeling
most grateful for the joy you added to my holidays. Thank you very muchl
For those of you who weren't able tc attend the mother's meeting I'd
like you to know of our "plan of action" for our learning.
Don't you agree that the fine teaching of our religions and the beauty
of our democratic government can best be realized by the person who finds
joy in others as well as himself?
ry richest desire is that your child may grow in a happy well-adjusted
manner, so there is a direction being given to his thinking toward doing
for, thinking of, and giving of himself to his family and friends. L'e
hope he will be led into gaining a love for humanity, and an appreciation
for each person as a special creation of a Superior Being. 7e join his
home in wanting him to learn to respect each feller being and believe in
the inherent north of each individual. You see the implications of
character development of this nature. If our homes, schools, and churches
could guide our youth into love for his fellow beings, whether they be like
him or very different; swords would quickly be beaten into plowshares,
prisons would be passe; and the Good Life would be the glorious result.
All his academic learnings which have proven necessary for succ,ss
in our civilization have deeper meaning with his realizing a purpose for
it. His reading is more important to him if he can read to others and
learn more about others through his reading. Usually those who love
people, love reading--for books are filled with peoples' thinking and
doing. Number learnings are vitalized if he needs then in order to better
help others.
Becoming a better person is a natural desire when one becomes
sincerely interested in others. Learning the rules for better living
with others is necessary for gaining his goal. Those with attributes
such as honesty, courage, personal integrity, pureness of thought and
action, always have an unselfish and warm love for people. Of course,
you want your child to be just such a person.
A child begins as an essentially selfish organism. At six we r;on't
expect an immediate transformation into perfection. Together, though,
we can give him the character training that our ycuth so badly need.
'::culd you watch for certain aspects of his del:elopment and from time
to time write me a ncte about things he i imprcving in, haw he is helping
and his Ee:leral disposition? Let's r:ive him lots of warmth and security
by lettie,: him kneA:we love him alays--even -c,hen he e.akes mistakes--
and that rr are always willing to help with a kind hand and encouraging
word when Yo slips.
I.:ost sincerely,
18
:cral Pother meetings were held as th,) year progressed and we dis-
cussed the values of "otherness." Fine reports were brought concerning
certain changes in attitude and behavior pothers had noted. There were
also encouraging reports about the generally relaxed atmosphere at home
that was resulting.
At the end of the year, there Was a strong and favorable reaction noted
for which the author takes little personal credit. There were letters of
appreciation that the program received. This is a typical quote:
"I sincerely hope you will not be eEbarrassed by this gift from us,
but I felt I must express in some way py grateful appreciation for the fine
start in school you have given Bruce--especially the ideals not found
particularly in books but go so far in building a good character for the
future . . . n
There were some in this vein also:
"Jon has become such a happy boy at home and has helped us all become
better people with the good thoughts he talks over with us."
Several mothers called at school to re-emphasize their pleasure in
their youngsters' developrent.
Certainly such instances led to a definite feeling of gratification
when looking at the year in retrospect.
DIAGRAM AND EXPLANATION ILLUSTRATING TIE USE OF QUESTIONS
IN DISCUSSION TECITIqUE
20
QUESTIONS USED TO PROMDTE CHANNELING OF THOUGHT
This study incorporated the use of questions to promote discussion
about the many situations in which a child needs understanding. The thought-
questions were carefully selected with the foilcwin criteria used to test
their wortht
1. The problem should be an inpertant part of six-year-old living.
2. The problem should be concerned rit.h needs and values cf the
present day.
3. The problem should have both personal and social aspects, 'though
the manner in which it is stated may emphasize either.
4. The problem should lead to the emergence of certain constructive
attitudes.
5. The problem must be simply stated in easily understood terminology.
21
EIFLAILITION OF DIAGRAM
A concentric pattern of questions around a core question of "Who am
I?" was the direction of this phase. One's thinking about himself can
lead to his understanding of others and then ultimately to a respect for
or even love of others.
The other learning activities of a first grade prcgram can be thought
of as being enriched by and given purpose through the development of this
quality we are calling "Otherness." There is indicated in the diagram a
cutting across the lines of the core and contributing questions by the rest
of the curriculum to indicate that all the acadenic learning can lend to
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GUIDING PHD,C3CP1ff GIVING DilECTION TO TIE ACTIVITES REGORDM IN TIM LOG
It was one of the goals of this student of huranity to see if six-year-
olds could grasp and deal with the child problems involved in social growth.
it was felt that a guidance carefully lent to thinking would have its effect
overtly—on behavior. There was also a firm conviction that all the social
learning involved in developing the quality of "otherness" could not be
arrived at incidentally. There rust be careful, thoughtful pre-planning
given to directing the thinking of twenty-five first graders into the de-
sired channels. There was also the stirring conviction that this direction
would permeate from the mind into actions, emotional balance aid into that
elusive facet we call the soul. Teachers, according to a New York Times
quote from William Kilpatrick, n . . . deal with the mind and with the soul."
There was an attempt made to relate classroom experiences which involve
"otherness" to as many phases of living as was possible. This teacher tried
to be censtantly aware of the possibilities in a situation and to be ever-
ready to guide these youngsters in reaching a solution through their awn
thought and effort. There was ne hesitetion about giving a bit of verbal
impetus to discuseion, hersever, if the problem and reactions justified it.
Dr. Tuttle, aa earnest advocate of this sort of learning gives this
sagity: "The difficult task is to cultivate the right social likes and
dislikes—an aDtletite for meeness (L!) This is the most important but
most neglected aspect of education."
One of our ambitions was to develop not only an "appetite for goodness"
but a lc:ow-ledge ca.' and feeling for and a recognition of goodness.
Tuttle, Hold !1e.x.e, 111,:ncwle ,:e Alone Te not Enough," Oregon Educat,ion
Journal, 26: 19, cemb e r , 1`)51.
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Ja::.es Allen encouraged us to direct thinking along fine lines:
"A man is literally what he thinks, his Character being the complete aam
2
of all his thoughts."
It was necessary to analyze more conpletely this coined "otherness."
What were its ccmponent parts? What discussion question would be of
ilmeortance to the thought Channeling we desired? These are some of the
factors we found:
1. Appreciation for our forebears balanced by a realization of a
common ancestry—so directed to prevent an unhealthy mental
attitude sometimes referred to as "ancestor worshipping."
2. The necessity to think of how we feel in certain situations,
so we may have insight into anothers feelings.
3. An aaareness of and an appreciation for the many everyday signs
of goodness we find in others leading to arespect and apprecia-
tion for others.
4. The above must have, as its counterpat, an understandini; oC
wealmesses and an ee:pectation of differences in others.
a. A wholesone understanding attitude toward the non-conformist.
b. An appreciation for other races and their contribution and
their being and important part of humanity.
c. An understanding about the many religions man has and an
appreciation of the democratic freedom this implies. We
do not use "tolerance" here because of the smug implication
the word cerries: "lane is better; but because I am
democratic, I will tolerate yours."
2
Alien, James, As A Y.an Thinketh, Crosset and Dunlap, 1:ew York, 1951.
4
S. The desire to act in a wholesome and pleasing way toward




ACADEI.a.0 SOUMNESS OF "OTITLIMESS"
One of the conclusive tests "otherness" passed before it was introduced
into the classroom was: Would it detract from fundamental learnings?
These are the findings of this part of the study:
The rearling readiness program was greatly enriched. We learned to plan
well. We had many language experiences--chart work, discussicns, etc.
Vocabularies were enriched. Backgrounds of experience were broadened. We
wanted to read for real purposes. Many others needed us to read to them, i.e.,
our younger brothers and sisters, our kindergarten friends, the :Little polio
friend in the neighborhood, our grand parents, etc. This grew into a more
meaningful reading program as readiness was attained.
The number learning received an impetus also. We must learn to count
to help mother set the table or bring her things from the store. Later we
needed our number learnings in making simple change in a flower shop that
developed definite "otherness" aspects.
The art field was a fertile one. Our handicraft and drawing was pur-
poseful because it was being done for someone--not just an an activity.
Cifts were made: booklets for shut-ins, cal'ils for sick classmates, Nother's
day gifts, corsages for Nether, etc. A mural was made to brighten the hall.
A puppet show was made to take to the children's hospital. There was definite
care taken that the best work was done. Original ideas were well worked out
and i.;uided handicraft was approached with zest.
The "othernel:s" approach dovetails perfectly with our social stndies for
the home and comnnnity play such a prominent role in the developing of
"otherness."
27
Language arts tocY.-  on renewed value as we played out scenes we made
up, then attempted to express how different ones probably felt. For ex-
ample: Two of our boys showed us how they got into a fight on the play-
ground. They re-enacted the push, playful fighting, then the angry fighting,
They led the discussion about what they could have done instead, and how they
felt. It was brought out that, if we really loved each other, fighting would
be forgotten. The boys were a little amused at themselves and showed a
tendancy to be less easily annoyed. Part of the early discussion was lip-
service, but it grew more deeply ingrained as the year progressed.
Health learnings were made much more meaningful. We decided that we
do better things when we feel well. We aren't as likely to feel cross with
our friends, etc. Specific rules were made more meaningful by the "other-
ness" aspect, i.e., Why do we use our hankerchiefs? Why do we stay home when
we have a cold or measles? etc.
The learning atnosphere was enhanced by the new purpose and meaning
"otherness" brings. This was one of the vital reasons for the Inclusion
of this "otherness" into our first grade situation.
The followinE: chart will assist the reader in picturing the badk.ground
or the children as the discussion develops. These particular points are



























































































































George Salesnan Housewife 1 None 92
Tim Salesman Housewife 2 None 87
Deno Painter Maid 0 None 89
A.Arliz Salesman Houseuife 2 None 95
Lois Tellyman Housewife 1 None 101
Doris Metclurgist Housewife 1 None 122
Jon Machinist Housewife 0 None 89










Dlana Dental Tarso 0 None 99






The following is a sampling of tdie many rich discussion times ae had
about child problems. Passage of time is denoted by the "later" indication
since the exact date is not ipportant to the discussion. Particular note
should be taken of the calibre of thought displgyed herein.
The "preludes" before each connected series of discussions will Clarify
the airs and help the readers look for verbally expressed evidences of de-
veloping thought and attitude patterns.
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SOCTAT1 VALUES TIEOUGH GUIDM--DISCUSSI011 TECIMIQUE
This material illustrates a technique developed in this first grade
classroom as part of a program for developing values. This is an anticipa-
tory type of thing. The teacher has endeavored through an analysis of
society to find the values that are condusive to a fundamentally wholesome
personality in a wholesone groiring society. These values are strengthened
4 in children through their thinking ofl expressing, and interpreting their
experiences and feelings.
.04
Prelude: Appreciation for those whose lives gave 1.is our own is a develop-
ment that must be if "otherness" is to grou.
Novellber 14
Our Big Circle is the usual place for our discussion time. In an effort
to gain a feeling of appreciation for the many people who have handed dawn
life to us the discussion was begun with:
"We've been talking about our Pilgrim -2athers. I wonder why we call
them fathers.
!like: "Because they had little pilgrims."
"That's one reason--and do you know, some of you are. grandchildren of
those fine men--Let me show you something (Then on board) (Start reading at
bottom)
Then their parents
Th2n Dad and Mother's ba7ents
These are his mother and daddy
Suppose we call this little boy Stephen--
maybe he's our Stephen
Albert - Boy, if everyone of them have two parents there'd soon be
lots of people.
Earl - 611, they all didl
Beverley - There would be hundreds and hundreds.
Kiss T. - And you'd soon find if we knew all are great-great
grandparents weld find we are kin to each other.
Doris - 7.7eId be a big family.
Bruce - All of them made us who we are.
This Afternoon
Ricky - Dianna is a nice girl, Liss Topmiller.
Beverley - She's getting prettier and prettier every day.
Ricky - She acts pretty, too.--You do, too, Beverley.
Yiss T. - Finding out more about yourself makes you proud of yc,x
name--Lotls see how nicely we can learn to make our names.
Conclilsion: This approach led to a fine beginning attempt at writing
names. Each gave his best efforts and were encouraged by
the results.
.....••••••••••••WI
i-hotostatic cow of a voluntary contributf_on resultinz from procec.-
Inc development.
P
Prelude: This discussion was aimed at getting children 'to put themselves
in another's shoes”--an important pro-requisite of notherness.0
Liss T. - That's fine, Janet. Her good preacher made her feel nice.
Can you remember haw you felt when someone did something
good for you?
Beverley - I felt all "thank-youll-ish inside.
Bill - I felt happy and good.
Dianna - I wanted to 5mile.
Liss T. - I know a magic trick any Child can do--Do you want me to
share it with you? Cone real close so I can whisper it--
You can do something nice for someone and change them from
feeling bad to feeling good. 77culd you like to try it?
(Such enthusiasm) How could we be happiness magicians
today? You may think about it--but this is part of the
mcric • . . . Don't cvr,r tell about the good things ytu
do—let your friends—You will rant to look for the good
things your friends are doing instead—IP.emember how you
feel rhen someone does something good for you. That's haw




MISS T. — llow do you feel when someone does something to you that
you think is wrong?
Linda - This girl--I was skating on the sidewalk, and she was hiding
behind a bush and she pushed me down--I felt bad, I wouldn't
rant to make someone feel like I did.
Albert - Kenny said my paper looked bad.
Lois - One time my brother—I was in his roam coloring and my
brother took away the colors.
Ricky - A boy hit me--it hurt my feelings and mr, too.
Doris - 72.y brother hit me--It didn't feel so goodl
Dianna - 1.7 mother has to hit ME sometime. It makes my heart hurt.
John - A kid sit at me. I suro wouldn't rant to do thatl
Earl - Once I had a Santa. A kid tore it. It didn't make me ieel
good. I wanted to show it tor mother.
Jan0c, - I feel bad 1%1-len my brother bites me, and I might accident*,
hit him.
Think about thisj Andrew
MI-Ss T. - Would you rant to rake someone feel the wa7 you did?
•
Later
Prelude: The goal in the next discussion was to develop an awareness of
the many everyday signs of goodness we find in others. This will
help lead to a respect and appreciation for others.
*Liss T. - Have you watched for good things your friends have done?
Albert - Today Dianna brought suckers for all of us.
Bill - Albert brought records.
Joyce - You've been nice to us. I love you.
David - I gave Jackie a pencil to use.
Jack - I'll tell you about that David. Don't break the magic.
Earl - Dad brought us home a beautiful, good roast1
Carol - Our friends brought some Japanese pictures to our house
just for us to see.
Mike -Lj mother helped me on my model.
Liss T. — Let's put all these good things in a chart stogy'.
You can read it to re.
Albert - I knal a good thing we could do. 77e could nrite the
little girl in the iron lung you told us abaat.
John - Is she ad enough to read?
Earl - Maybe Liss Topmiller could take them to her next time she goes.
Albert - Laybe the nurse could read them.
John - I could make her a present.
Bruce - Stephen's a good reader. Maybe he could z.o.
Beverley - I could read to her.
Janet - I thought maybe I could make a littlo tiny molding sot.
Albert - Oh, I've got an idea --1,y brother has a rood burning &et.
I could make a plaque.
Ricky - could make toys and thincs1
3 Doris - try to make a get well card.
4
Synopsis:
This discussion precipitated an enthusiastic art and writing unit of
work--resuiting in color books, (pencil drawings on manilla) cards, puppetry,
basket (raffia) with paper flowers, and potted plants grown from seedlings.
This threaded itself throughout the year rith Valentines, paper mache' egg
at Easter, etc.
General Conclusions:
1. nildren are nr,ch more eAthusiastic when they are making
articles for ethers.
2. They display a natural desire 'or better craftsnanship.




hiss T. - Children, we've talked about good people.
Can you tell me--.ho is good?
Albert - Last year LIrs. Henderson vas good to me. She told
me to keep trying and ny voice would get sweeter and
sweeter.
hake - I think everybody is good--ven the teacher.
Albert - And people that don't look nice may be--you just can't tell.




Liss T. - That good things did people do for you this
week end?
Albert - Earl shared his cake with One.
Linda - I got an ice cream cone and it dropped out and a lady
got me one free, and I said, "Thank you."
Bill - 14y mother took me to a show yesterday.
Bruce - 1 -/- mother lets us go to the Blue Louse, and we can stay
by ourselves.
Arliz - '47 grandmother bought a package that had books in it.
Norma - Richard sure is good--He plays nice with ma.
Dianna - Eileen is neod. She thinks of other people. She kissed
me when T took her flowers.
Liter
Prelude: 3:ot only an appreciation of good but an understanding of wea2.7ness
and differences must become a facet of 'otherness. 1 This dis-
cussion is aimed toward that end.
Idss T. - Sonetimes childrend people do bad things to you, and we feel
bad at them for a while. Would you like me to tell you a
little story that may help you feel better?
Once upon a tine there was a little acorn—a good little
acorn—that fell on a little piece of ground between the side
walk and the street. It put dawn roots and put up shoots
and started to grow tail in the sunshine. But the little
tree found there was not enouc'h soil between the street and
the road, so the little tree's roots had to travel to find
focd for the tree. Under the concrete Talk it went and
wl.at do you think hanpened? Up popped the sidewalkl The
man in the house was really mad about it--but do you think
the bad thing that happened was the little tree's fault?
7arl - ro, Lass Top:miller, it just didn't have room to grosr.
Lass T. - Yes, Earl. And that's the way with some people—They just
haven't had room to grow.
Later
T]:.:cerpts Showing Developmental Outgrowth
Explanation: Stephen is an unfortunate little boy whose background
was very analagous to "the concrete walk." He was so
often the non—conformer we could expect. These are
representative comments that evidenced an understand—
ing for Stephen.
John — Stephen tried to fight me. I put my arm around him.
Ee stopped. I fight, too, sometimes, but I try not
to.
Later
Earl — I didn't get mad at Stephen when he stuck, his tongue out.
I wouldn't say this to him, but he didn't have room to grow.
W4
Later
Miss T. — You know, children, re have looked at these beautiful
pictures of our country, and you've been telling me about
beautiful places where you have been? Would you like me
to tell you of some of the other beautiful things about
America?
Once upon a time every person had to Co to one church
or they were made very unhappy. But now, we never say, "I
don't like you because you don't go to my church." We say,
"God made us all to think a little differently. Our churches
are alike in many ways, and all of us couldn't get in one
anyhow."
Then too, no one says, "You must go to church." We can
choose whether we go or not. Our fathers call this freedoa.
of relirion.
Now, an you tell me in your good words some of this
things I've been saying?
Albert — Some people used to have to go to a certainly only church, but
we don't. Tre can go to any church or not at all if our Lothar
wants to sleep instead.
Lois — We co to lots of churches I bet. T CO to Church of Christ.
Doris — I go to the Pioneer Wiethodist.
:`iss T. — liaa many go to the Methodist Church?
Leanne — I Lo to Frienda.
Jack — rana,.ene.
Bruce — I go to C-rant Park Baptist.
41,
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Gail - Vie go to the Lutheran.
Linda - I go to Catholic.
Maxine - Evangelical United Brethen is mine.
Lass T. - How many don't go to church?
(Six hands)
Now, here is the beautiful part.
Right here in this room we go to many churches
to thank God.




Miss T. - Are there beautiful things we can't see?
Janet - Back in Iowa there are pretty things that we can't see from here.
John - Te can't see God, but He's awfully beautiful--And the angelsl
Lois - And the devil you can't see--but he ain't pretty.
Linda - It's not nice to talk about the devil--It makes people feel bad.
Mike - e can't see air.
Janet - You can't see the end of the sky !cause there isn't any.
Mike - You knaw, like in Science you read to us.
Stephen - Seeds under the ground.
Joyce - Can't see wind.
John - Or your heart.
Like - You can't see the "bite that comes out of the moon when it
isn't a full one.
Miss T. - Can you see how Mother loves you?
Mike - Yes, when she kisses you.
Albert - And does good things for you.
Doris - You can't see people feeling nice inside.
Liss T. - Can you see honesty?
John - What is it?
Albert - V;hen you tell the truth.
Earl - If you spill something, and Uey ask you, well, tell thend
John S. - Then you say you have picked up your toys and didn't,
that's not fair.
Later
Liss T. - 7alat makes us look different?
Earl - God does—If we were all the same and our names, too, our mothers
wouldn't know who belonged to them.
John - 1Spose all mothers were the same.
Ricky - And dads.
Jack - And house numbers.
Albert - And you could blame everything on someone else--no body.
would know.
Bruce - Suppose all teachers were Miss Topmiller.
Albert - I guess we wouldn't really do that. After the other
fellow got a spanking, you'd feel bad.
Janet - You'd probably say "ha, hall then your mother would hear you
and you'd get onel
Earl - Boy--that wouldn't be considerate.
Albert - You'd know how bad they felt.
PLicky - It's O.K. to have twins, 'though—they're alike. (Albert
and Earl are twins. This was a beautiful attempt to keep
them from "feeling bad.")
Kenny - Look at Jackie's hair sticking upl
Albert - Kenny it's just because he wore a different hat.
It'll go back down.
Earl - They're sure some nice things about Jack. He sot on new
looking shoes and a nice clean shirt. (Another evie,enoe
of helping another to feel happier.)
Doris - I want to talk some more about us being different--
I think God wanted us to know which is watch.
)4F,
Norma - Some look different.
Jean - -.7e all do.
Norma - I mean like the Indians.
Jack - They can make bowys and arrows better than we can.
Deno - Boys slow at reading can do something else good sometimes.
(Deno is a slaw reader at this period.)
Lass T. - Your reading is getting to be fun now, isn't it, Deno?
Deno - Yore than it was.
John - Rudolph--They laughed 'cause he vas different—They were
sure sorry.
Richard - our grandfathers came from different countries—That makes
us some different.
Carol - Sometimes when people are different you say, "You're pretty."
John - People have different colors.
Mike - But they can still be kind.
Jack - Some talk different.
Norma - Je can learn from them.
7arl - It doen't matter about color if they are nice zit
considerate.
Bruce - Indians make beads and things—They go to college, to*.
Albert - 17e make beads out of B.Es, don't we? Thgy make them out
of teeth.
David - Tlen they were fighting, they weren't kind.
Linda - 'Mite people then didn't act considerate. Dad cly said he'd





John - Some people maybe can build a better airplane.
Ricky - We all got to try.
Albert - Some take longer to do things, but they do goad.
Bruce - Our minds maybe are different like our faces.
Earl - They're smarter.
John - Ahl Don't say that about people—If one's smarter—the others
are dumber.
Earl - eU, we can all be smart at something.
Albert - You say people are dumb and they feel badl
Like - That isn't nice.
Janet - Sunday there's going to be four of us baptized. ',7e know
the preacher—He's friendly and likes little children,




Note: This discussion was precipitated by py editing Little Bro7m No-MO
(by marking out words like "black," "kinky," etc. ) as I read.
Albert - Are you marking in a book, Liss Topriller?
Liss T. - Yes, Albert. We don't usually, do we? The lady who wrote
this book tells such good stories, but every once in a
while she uses a ward I don't want you to think or use
when you are thinking about friends with darker skin.
Dianna - Lr mommie knew a colored woman, and she was real nice.
Like - In Liss Bach's room there's a China boy. He's teaching my
brother some Chinese words. Harold will teach me. I'll teach
you.
Jack - We're going to fly to China.
Albert - Earl got lost and the colored man found hip.
Norma Dee - We saw colored people in the show.
Joyce - Colored are goad.
Ricky - Some have knives. They throw them.
Bruce - White people do, too—Their teeth look like nay were
washed a hundred times.
Bill - You be nice--They'll be nice to you.
Linda - ;;e11, there's an apartment house two doors down that will
be sold. We might have negros move in. We may stay. T.
may move. Dad knows a colored man--he's niee.
Earl - A colored blanket is just as mrm as a white one. Color
doesn't ma:: a an difference in how good.
Joyce - So!di: (10 carry knives.
Earl - They may be go:xi; hunting.
Si
Later
Prelude: The following discussions are aimed at letting thought guide
overt and positive behavior—motivated by a wholeseme awareness
of others.
Eiss T. - Uan you think of somethings we just would not do if vie
love each other?
Janet - I wouldn't ever push anyone down—'cause it would hurt them.
Dcris - I don't think you should hit, either!
Albert - I don't think you'd fight on the playground.
Richard - I don't think you should catch a snake and scare a girl.
Billy - Le wouldn't pinch.
Norma - I:ot on the stairs--They might jump and fall.
John - When ycu love others you don't kick any more.
Linda - YOu don't say bad things.
!:Thert - if someone is learning how to ride a bike you don't tease
then 'cause they don't already know--even if you do imam.
2in - if a little boy was playing with a truck, T wouldn't take it.
Rid1cy - 7'1_1 toil you something—you wouldn't kick their slang.
Doris - "Shut up" would hurt their feelings.
Lois - Cr "Dumb Bell" or stuff like that.
-3everley - Watch out for people's eyes, they tell you if yeulve
hurt their feelings.
John - Some boys helped me hone when I cot hurt.
John S. - You voulCnit steal their things.
.4
Later
Miss T. - Someone mentioned stealing yesterday.
that does stealing mean?
Linda - It means you don't love people well enough or you
wouldn't.
Doris - It means taking things and not returning them.
Stephen - I did it one time--A year ago when I was five.
Richard - then we moved int.() our apartment, a little boy took
all my toys.
Earl - It isn't considerate.
Albert - They might wonder where their things are and worry.
Bill - 7:hen I came home, I was looking for my airplane and I
dreamed to myself, "Maybe a burglar got it." it was red
and had white rings. I wouldn't want to feel mean like
a burglar.
Stephen - I knou some things that arc not nice to talk abcut.
Miss T. - Earl has been using a big word—considerate. Mat
does it mean, dear?
Earl - To love other people and be nice to them.
John - It means sharing things, too.
David - Loving others.
F111 - Then people fall down, let them up.
Bruce - then someone drops something, pick it up for them.
Janet - I think it means to be kind and helpful.





Liss T. - In our discussion-time yesterday, Leanne mentioned being
polite. Mat can you tell me about being polite?
Albert - Ithen you're polite, you don't talk 'when others are.
Bruce - Or push people.
John S. - Say "please" and "thank you."
Roger - It means being considerate of others.
Janet - It means you should say, "I:ol thank you" to too much when
at someone's house eating and say "please" and "thank you."
Doris - And not take great big bites when you're eating.
Ricky - That's not being considerate.
Doris - Other people don't like to see a big, full mouth--
and it looks like you're trying to get all the food.
Ricky - YehI And, I'll tell you something else. Don't run into
someone and make them fall and be hurt.
Dill - Don't butt in.
Davis - You should say excuse me.
Earl - And thank you.
Bruce - Not spit at the table.
4ar
Voma Dec - I feel so happy this morningl
Viss T. - ny, dear?
!oria7)ce - Can't tell you--e keep it a secret vhen
something good--but, boy, I feel happy.
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Later
Carol - 7e could sure do a good thing.
Miss T. - What are you thinking, honey? Wait until we can sit
together and tell us about it.
(Later after we have came to aur circle)
Carol - Well, here's my idea. vj brother just wants and rants
to come to school rith me.
Jack - Mine, too.
Others - And mine.
in
rapid And mine, too.
succession
Carol - Miss Topmiller, they'd be happy if we gave them a party.
Miss T. - What a beautiful idea, Carol. Shall we make plans for
it? Let's let our president take charge, and I'll write
domn your plans.
ruce - We could let them play with our toys and look at our books.
Carol - We can draw them some animal pictures.
Dianna - The girls could play in the doll house. My baby has the
cutest dress she could wear.
1Torma - 7b could make animPl puppets.
Doris - We could read them some of the animal stories we've
been reading.
Albert - Can't we make something kind of like a little book for them?
Janet - ';:e could make designs for them.
Linda - A card could say 'to Bonnie"--or whoever it's to and then
say from whoever it's from.
Albert - could make it an animal oarty--like we've been studying.
;:arl - I wish they could have gone to the zoo with us
Leanne - The Humane Society was closer and just had dogs and cats.
Those lions might scare babies.
(Here is definite evidence of awareness)
John - They'll have a good time here. 17 baby alwaysuants to come
to school. T want you to see her, I:iss Topmiller.
This discussion materialized into a beautifully child-conducted and highly
successful "Erother-Sister" party. Those who didn't have younger brothers
and sisters were privileged to bring "an adopted baby"--a neighbor—Cor
the occasion.
The president was in charge and he set up his cornittees and api:ointed
a host and hostess—with a bit of teacher guidance.
As guests arrived the child whose mother and brother or sister the
guests happened to be introduced them to the president--Earl. Ee, in turn,
introduced them to each guest that had already arrived. Ee missed no names
and as the group of guests grew it was amazing to us all how well and haw
graciously he handled this social ameniety that sometimes halts adults.
The children gave a splendid and orderly animal program ccmplete
with songs, imitations and stories.
Refreshments were fresh frozen orange juice and animal cookies. The
fact that this menu would be good for younger folks Was thoroughly 
cussed by the social committee before it was decided upon..
Balloons had been purchased and were given out. There was ono of
especially heavy rubbel. that Albert cave to our youngest guest--"So it
wouldn't pop in his face and scare him. a'
The sccial learnings here are obvious and there vas also academic
growth in the charts made by each committee, purchasing of refreshments
and balloons, invitation composition and writing, etc.
4
The ensuing discussion we have followed with a detailed development,
as an example. We hope that might prove helpful in showing how the activity
outgrowth mushrooms and to dhow the depth that purpose gives to that phase
of educating.
It was felt that it would be superfluous to give space to each result-
ing "otherness" activity-program since most classrocm educators will prefer
developing this phase with their own classes.
Later
Miss T. - 111y is it a good thing to plant seeds?
Janet - It makes plants and vegetables grow and you can eat it.
Mike - Flower seeds turn to flowers.
Tim - They look pretty.
Doris - Vie want our houses to look pretty 'cause other people would
like it, and you'd give them some seed and people woulld like
theirs and they'd give them until lots of people would be
happy.
Earl - And the world would be pretty.
Janet - I've got something to say--If you see other people's flowers,
we don't want to tell them, "Curs are prettier,"--They'd feel
unhappy—say, "You can have some of my seed."
Bruce - Ve wouldn't be living without seeds.
John - I am going to be a flower man.




1. A flover shop was constructed and corsages were made
for mother.
2. flower arrangement was studied.
3. Artificial flowers were nade for friends.
I. Floral cards were made.
5. Play money was designed and made.
6. Wallets and purses were out and pasted.
B. Number Activities.
1. Flowers were bought and sold by the proprietor of the day--
Change was made accurately or the customer gave the
proprietor same tactful instructions.
2. Inventory as kept on number of sales.
C. Vriting Activities.
1. Invitations to Mother and Dad to Open House - at which
corsages were presented.
2. Copying chart stories into our flower booklets.
3. labeling of merchandise.
"Mower Cards to Make Sick Friends Happy"
"Corsages for My Mother," etc.
D. Reading Activities.
1. Chart stories were composed and read.
2. Each took pride in reading the labels in the flower shop
3. Library books Were bro-Jcht in about flowers.
4. Books from home were shared.
r
E. Science Activities.
1. Seeds and their needs for development were studied.
2. The cycle of a plant was simply outlined.
3. The children elected friends to take seed lessons to
the kindergarten.
4. Plants were grown for shut-ins.
5. Seeds were planted at home for our friends to enjoy.
6. A science walk in the woods resulted in our gathering
materials for dish gardens for shut-ins.
F. Other Language Activities.
1. Original poems about seeds were composed for example:
A seed is little
And it would stay that way
If it didn't have sun to shine some day.
It needs water and food like me
If it will have a flower for us to see.
2. Choral verses for the class to learn were br(yight from
home. Te gave our "perfected" production to the first
grade adjacent to ours.
Synopsis of Definite "Otherness" Activities - All activities had the general
background of "otherress.m
A. iloral, child-designed cards were sent to sick friends in OUT room.
P. Artificial flowers were made for friends.
C. Plans for Open House for 1:other and Dad were cor!pleted.
.011,
D. Science lessons were prepared for kindergarten.
E. plants were grown for shut—ins.
F. Seeds were planted at hope for our fnmilies and reported
upon rezularily.
G. Sharinz of books from personal libraries.

CIIAPTER FOUR
RESULiS A:;D CONCLUSIOES GRO";i1/:G OUT
OF STUDY OF nOT1=1.72.53"
40.
Growth in Social Learnings
There has been much -warmth and growth noted while the following
social learnin,--s have been gained: There is a noticeable appreciation
for the other person both within the age group and toward older and
younger persons. There is still some dissention, but it dissolves rapidly.
The hypertension we have noted in three youngsters is somewhat relieved.
There have been many parental indications of improved attitude at home.
There is much evidence of increasing joy in living that comes from a warm,





There were many evidences of acadenic growth after a school year key-
noted by "otherness." The class median for reading achievement was second
grade and sixth month according to 11etropo1itan Achievement Test. The
number results in the same test showed a second grade and eighth month
median. There was an unusual amount of original writing stories for book-
lets, poems an.: letters. This, of course, indicated to the children their
need for spelling. The class developed a spelling readiness and an average
spelling mastery of one hundred and ten words. These specific gains were
made by a group of children with average mental maturity. The only unusual
factor introduced into their learning was the reason and purpose certain
"cthPrness" aspects gave to school activities.
Conclusions
1. It is possible to use role playing with six-year-olds in develop-
ing social learnings.
2. Discussion stemning from veil-selected thought quesLions is an
excellent technique for channeling children's thoughts con-
structively.
3. Young children can make many social learnings their awn with
"otherness" for the focal point.
4. Academic learnings gain impetus through an "otherness" approach.
5. There is a development of a hal-py and relaxed attitude toward
others if Uhe quality of "otherness" is doveloped.
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